
FOTHERINGHAY  CASTLE
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The  Fotheringhay Memorial Window Appeal focuses attention on a seldom
considered archaeological  site,  the castle itself—biythplace of Richard III.
T9 the casual observer it is disappointing (and  small' In area) little more than a
series of grassy mounds with encircling moats.

Indeed so  called‘ motte and bailey” castles abound throughout the land,
so why apart from its historic  memories  is this particular site unique.

One would suggest the following considerations :—

1. Whilst many motte and bailey earthworks were  merely crowned with
timber defences  which have  long since crumbled into dust, it is known that
Fotheringhay was ultimately rebuilt  m  stone.

2. Written descriptions of its appearance at various periods survive.
3. It was  adapted  and re-edified as a Palace residence by the Princes of the

House of York.
4. The layout of the water defences is to some  extent  recoverable.

5. It  must have  possessed landing stages and wharfage for shipping up the
River Nene. Indeed Edward 1V and Richard of Gloucester used it as an assem-
bly area and staging point for soldiery during the dynastic wars.

6. Its strategic position should be remembered, since it was possible to
take  ship in Flanders cross to the port of King’s Lynn and then board river
craft for the  journey up the  Nene  passing through the fen country and so to
Fotheringhay.

7. When the castle was dismantled in late Stuart  times  it  seems  most
unlikely that more than the superstructure was  removed.  Indeed judging from
the shape of the  mounds, facing the River  Nene,  the foundations remain “in
situ,” and perhaps also evidences of the  cellarage.

It would  appear  that the so-called  “  castle site  ”  represents  little more  than
the motte and upper bailey courtyard. I believe  that  Fotheringhay was  like
Windsor, possessed  of two courtyards  Upper  and Lower separated by the
surviving motte  with its encircling moat.  Upon  this mound was an  octagonal
shell keep known as the  “  Fetter lock." Similar  to structures which remain
to this day at  Carisbrooke  and Restormel.

If this view is held to be  correct  then the castle  site  also encompassed the
area now occupied by the Farm  House  and Farm Yard, adjacent  to the bridge
over  the  River  Nene. This would have been the part which in the  period  of
Mary de  Valence  was called the  “  Manor ” and is said to  have  contained  a  great
Barn on its  western  side. It is likely that this area has  since Norman  times
been  devoted to  those more  rural and domestic pursuits, which yet formed part
of the life and seasonal  routine  of  a  great  estate  castle.

The severely rectangular layout of the  upper  or palace  courtyard  at Fother-
inghay suggests  a  post  Norman  reconstruction which  might  have  been  carried
out during the  regime  of John of Brittany, nephew  of Edward 1st. (Perhaps
under the direction of James of St. George who was  that  King’s  great architect).
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However  it is conceivable that at least some parts of it relate to the occupation
of the early Yorkist Princes and would thus parallel the development of the
Collegiate Church choir. It should be noted that Edward III at Windsor, and
John of Gaunt at Kenilworth carried out massive programmes of palace con-
struction.  Indeed  the banqueting hall at Kenilworth is considered by many
to  represent  one of the high water marks of medieval domestic architecture.
What would be more natural than that Edmund Langley should  seek  to emulate
his  Father  and his  elder Brother?

According to John Harvey in his book on Henry Yevele. (published by
Batsford) the following architects worked at Fotheringhay—Stephen Lote and
Thomas  Mapilton.

Lote is known to have  completed  the nave cloisters and chapter  house  at
Canterbury Cathedral, and to have assisted Yevele in the design of the  tombs
of Richard II and his Queen in Westminster  Abbey.  He was also  King’s
Mason  in succession to  Yevele.

Mapilton, the son of a London  marbler, was Master  Mason  at Durham
Cathedral  between 1408 and  1416.  He is believed to have  been  at F otheringhay
thereafter, before  going abroad in the train of  Henry V  in 1418. In  1420  he is
found in Florence advising on the  roofing of the central  space  of  S Maria  del
Fiore. He  also designed  the S.W. tower of Canterbury Cathedral, and became
King’s  Master  Mason  in the summer of  1421.

The dates given by Harvey for  Mapilton’s  work at Fotheringhay are  a
little strange since both Richard of Consiborough, and Edward of York were
dead by 1415. It may be that Mapilton merely completed the work on the now
vanished choir of the church.

Thus  it is  clear  that the Dukes of York  employed  the  most  able talent  that
England possessed in their constructions at Fotheringhay.

It  seems probable  that Lote  must have  carried out  some  works on the
domestic  apartments  of what was after all one of the principal Yorkist residences
in the  land. Perhaps somewhere  there survives Bills of Account and estate
rolls  which might  afi‘ord  proof  to this assumption. The precise layout of the
Palace  Court is not yet clear but the list of rooms and their sequence round the
courtyard is  known.

The  Upper  Courtyard  almost  certainly contained the palace residence of
the Yorkist Princes, and would have been the setting for the imprisonment and
subsequent  execution of Mary Queen of  Scots. Beyond  this court (on its
eastern  side) and further down  stream from  the bridge were situated the private
pleasances and  castle  fish ponds. These were referred to in the time of James
I as the Old  Orchard  or Garden.

This area  was encompassed by the Mill  Brook  which formed the outer
moat  of the  castle  on its  eastern  side. The  very name Mill Brook is indicative
of the grinding of flour and is evidence of the high degree of self sufficiency
attained  by both castle and village in  those  far off days.  Opening out beyond
this was  a  stretch of lightly wooded  desmesne  land running down to the river
Nene referred  to in historic record as the  “  Little  Park.”

This whole  complex  thus assumes the spaciousness and scale which one
visualises as necessary to  support  the lofty pretensions of  “  Proud Cis  ”  and her
husband, at  that  time the greatest  magnate  of all England.
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